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The research currency is caused by a condition of the ethnic relations in the international, national and regional scales. The ethnic conflicts accompany the modern public relations and can be represented in different forms. The necessity for a constant study of the conflict phenomena and processes at the level of operative as well as at the level of prevention and counteraction response is caused by the transformation of different ethnic conflicts. It provides a system monitoring of an interethnic, inter cross-cultural interaction with the allocation of conflict factors and indicators.

Ethno-conflict monitoring is actual for modern Russia as for the multi-ethnic community with an expressed competition of ethnic groups, which is manifested in the ethnic conflicts - local, manifest, common, political.

The research object is the ethno-conflict monitoring in the system of the prevention of the ethnic conflicts.

The research subject is the technologies of ethnic and conflict monitoring.

The research purpose: consists in a generalization of the essence and purpose of the ethno-conflict monitoring in the prevention of the ethnic conflicts.

The research goals:
- to open the essence of the ethnic conflict in foreign conflict resolution studies theories;
- to summarize the conceptualization of the ethnic conflict in modern Russian conflictology;
- to reveal the essence and purpose of ethno-conflict monitoring in the system of prevention of the ethnic conflicts;
- to define the main technologies of ethnic and conflictology monitoring;
- to summarize the modern Russian experience of ethno-conflict monitoring in the prevention of different ethnic conflicts (on the example of the Network for Ethnological Monitoring and Early Warning);
to mark the anti-conflict resources of ethno-conflict monitoring among youth.

The research allowed us to make some recommendations about further high-quality development of system of ethnic and conflictology monitoring. So, it is expedient:

- to attract young people in ranks of experts of Network for Ethnological Monitoring and Early Warning;
- to update the terminology of ethno-conflict monitoring at the Russian, North Caucasian and regional levels;
- to decrease the influence of a subjective factor on an assessment of events and situations of the interethnic relations;
- to popularize the network principle of expert work in ethnic and conflictology practice.

**The research work structure:** an introduction, 3 chapters with 3 clauses in each, a conclusion and references with 70 resources. Total volume of the research work is 78 pages.

**Abstract:** The ethno-conflict monitoring is a way of continuous, scientific and practical audit of a condition of the interethnic relations and the system of diagnostics of a conflict by means of identification of a rating of a proneness to conflict in a particular situation. The basic purpose of the ethno-conflict monitoring consists in locally and comparative analysis of socio-cultural and socio-political situations in multi-ethnic countries, regions and local communities.

The main purpose of the ethno-conflict monitoring is the conservation and developments of ethnic and cultural diversity.

The subjects of ethno-conflict monitoring are scientists, experts who use various technologies: an included observation, a survey, an interview, polls, and focus groups, a monitoring of mass media, a content analysis, and SWOT analysis.